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Je šťastnou přestávkou, že Sdružení filmových herců vstoupilo do
stávky, protože to dá ukrajinskému prezidentovi Volodymyru
Zelenskému příležitost oprášit své thespian a hledat nové
zaměstnání, až Rusové nakonec svrhnou jeho vládu. Hollywood a
Las Vegas by nepochybně soupeřily o tak milého židovského
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mladíka, který by oživil svou bývalou komediální rutinu, kde hrál
penisem na klavír. Jistě, aniž by se svlékl, byl Zelensky
nevyhnutelně hvězdou nedávno dokončeného dvoudenního summitu
NATO ve Vilniusu v Litvě ve dnech 11. až  července  na kterém
vystoupil také jako řečník americký prezident Joe Biden, který
poskytl určitý typ kontextu. prohlásil, že „Rusko by mohlo zítra
ukončit tuto válku tím, že...přestane své nelidské útoky na Rusko!“
Zelenskij kňučel a protahoval se přes dva dny a stěžoval si, že
okamžité rychlé přijetí Ukrajiny do aliance NATO je jeho právem,
které mu umožní porazit ruské útočníky. Když mu místo toho byl
nabídnut proces spolupráce, v jehož rámci bude Ukrajina
„připravena“ ke vstupu prostřednictvím nezbytné přestavby své
armády spojené s institucionálními reformami pro boj s korupcí a
posílení demokracie, Zelenskij označil zpoždění za „absurdní“ a
„slabé“ ze strany jeho hostitelé. A udělal tak na sociálních sítích, aby
se ujistil, že všechny zúčastněné ztrapní. Zelenskij také nepomohl
své věci tím, že předváděl své chraptivě zelené bojové uniformy, aby
zahrnul svou přítomnost na slavnostní recepci první noci před
skupinovou fotografií, kde byl pozorován, jak stojí sám,
To vše neznamenalo, že Summit nebyl, alespoň rétoricky,
roztleskávačkou pro odvážné ukrajinské obránce proti ruským
hordám. Americká delegace zdůraznila, že Washington tam bude se
vším, co bude potřeba, aby podpořil Ukrajince až do „konce“, kdy
bude válka „vyhrána“, ať už to mělo znamenat cokoliv. To bylo
popsáno některýmiv amerických médiích jako „izraelský model“, ve
kterém dodáváte svým chráněncům peníze a zbraně, než se
podíváte jiným směrem, když je ve skutečnosti používají „agresivně
a jednostranně“, často v rozporu s vašimi vlastními zájmy. A NATO
mezitím pevně podporovalo požadavek, aby veškerá ukrajinská
půda byla vrácena pod kontrolu Kyjeva, včetně Krymu, což je úplné
porušení dohody, pokud by někdy existovala nějaká možnost
vyjednaného urovnání konfliktu, takže se zdá že válka bude
pokračovat.

12. ,

https://www.rt.com/news/579622-biden-russia-gaffe-nato/
https://news.yahoo.com/israel-model-ukraine-172453638.html?fr=sycsrp_catchall
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Pozorovatelé na Summitu se domnívali, že mezi účastníky schůzky
panovala shoda v tom, že Zelenskému předloží nějaké útržky a
zároveň se vyvarují jakýchkoli závazků, které by zvýšily riziko
eskalace v jadernou válku. Rozhodnutí neskočit do postele se
zoufalým Zelenským částečně uznalo, že byl a je lehkomyslný a
udělal by cokoliv, aby vyprovokoval rozšíření války, pokud k tomu
bude mít možnost. Kromě toho většina hlav států shromážděných ve
Vilniusu uznala, že z vnitropolitického hlediska jsou jejich krajané
čím dál tím více unaveni válkou, jak se válčí a přináší s sebou
negativní ekonomické důsledky. A blíží se volby, nejen ve Spojených
státech, později v tomto roce a v roce 2024.
Nicméně Washington měl rozhodně navrch ve snaze zajistit, aby
Zelenskyj měl nástroje a politickou podporu, kterou by potřeboval k
zahájení třetí světové války, i když to vyžadovalo trochu přetvářky.
Biden ve čtvrtek zakončil svou bouřlivou návštěvu Evropy v novém
členském státě NATO ve Finsku, kde chválil sílu aliance NATO a
vyjádřil svou iluzi , že neexistuje žádná možnost, že Rusko vyhraje
válku proti Ukrajině. Bez koktání řekl, že „Putin už válku prohrál.
Putin má skutečný problém. Jak se odtud přesune? Co dělá?"
Mnozí se ve skutečnosti domnívají, že je to Rusko, které již válku
vyhrálo , a odhlédneme-li od moudrého komentáře od Bidena, zdá
se, že přesně ví, co je v sázce. Snahu přezbrojit z velké části
zničené ukrajinské letectvo americkými F-16 s jadernými zbraněmi
urychlili členové summitu, což byla eskalace, která byla zvláště
zaznamenána v Moskvě, kde ministr zahraničí Sergej Lavrov
výslovně komentoval, jak„Jen jedním příkladem extrémně
nebezpečného obratu událostí jsou plány Spojených států převést
stíhačky F-16 pod kyjevský režim. Informovali jsme jaderné
mocnosti, Spojené státy, Británii a Francii, že Rusko nemůže
ignorovat schopnost těchto letadel nést jaderné zbraně. Tady žádné
záruky nepomohou. Naši příslušníci nebudou v průběhu bojových
operací řešit, zda je každý konkrétní letoun tohoto typu vybaven k
dodávce jaderných zbraní či nikoliv. Už samotný fakt, že ukrajinské
ozbrojené síly mají takové systémy, budeme považovat za hrozbu ze

https://nxslink.thehill.com/view/6230d8c0b246d104952da14fj3ki9.ilj/ac159fd7
https://imetatronink.substack.com/p/the-jig-is-up
https://metro.co.uk/2023/07/13/sergey-lavrov-warns-f-16-fighter-jets-in-ukraine-are-nuclear-threat-19119821/
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Západu v jaderné sféře. Spojené státy a jejich satelity NATO
vytvářejí riziko přímého ozbrojeného střetu s Ruskem, a to je plné
katastrofálních následků. Podmínky pro ruské použití jaderných
zbraní jsou jasně definovány v naší vojenské doktríně. Jsou dobře
známé a nebudu je znovu opakovat."
A pak je tu kazetová munice, kterou Biden slíbil před dvěma týdny
po konzultacích s jeho astrologem, přičemž alespoň některé zbraně
byly údajně dodány do minulého čtvrtka. Kazetovou munici zakazuje
více než 100 zemí světa, včetně většiny členských států NATO, a
mnozí považují její použití za válečný zločin. Jsou zvláště smrtelné,
když se používají v civilních oblastech, protože rozptýlí několik
malých výbušných náloží po široké oblasti, které někdy
nevybuchnou a nezabijí o mnoho let později, když se s nimi náhodou
setkají. Byly široce používány během války ve Vietnamua stále
zabíjejí farmáře v Kambodži, Laosu a samotném Vietnamu. Je ironií,
že Spojené státy loni po invazi na Ukrajinu obvinily Rusko z použití
kazetových bomb a označily je za nelegální zbraň, ale nyní je předají
psychopatovi, který se je nepochybně bude snažit použít v Rusku k
vytvoření masivní eskalace, kterou očekává. vtáhnout NATO plně do
války na jeho straně. Třetí světová válka se pak nevyhnutelně vyvíjí.
Agresivní kroky Washingtonu k vyzbrojení Ukrajiny navazují na
Británii, která nedávno dodala Kyjevu granáty s ochuzeným uranem ,
které během a po použití kontaminují okolní oblasti radioaktivním
prachem. Důkazy z oblastí, jako je Fallúdža v Iráku, kde USA a
Británie vypálily velké množství těchto granátů, naznačují, že
kontaminace může zahrnovat desítky let trvající nárůst rakoviny a
vrozených vad.
A pak je tu poslední Bidenovo gesto k nastolení míru na Zemi, ke
kterému došlo na základě nařízení Bílého domuvydaného den po
skončení summitu NATO. Uvádí, že: „Tímto určuji, že je nezbytné
rozšířit aktivní ozbrojené síly Spojených států pro efektivní vedení
operace Atlantic Resolve v oblasti odpovědnosti evropského
velitelství Spojených států amerických a v jejím okolí, aby v žádném
případě nepřesáhlo 3 000 členů. jednorázově, z nichž nejvýše 450

https://news.yahoo.com/ukraine-already-received-american-cluster-184943906.html?fr=sycsrp_catchall
https://www.npr.org/2023/07/11/1186949348/us-cluster-munitions-civilian-casualties-laos?_hsmi=266011334&_hsenc=p2ANqtz-9Q6jDeC5qS6Qy2otP5Xet2MyUHqkAVcCXsVbQ9UiSvotCVCs7tiY1FoxiyCgMKTDpZHlNeINoJTVDG8A_QBziVWbrSGg
https://www.euronews.com/2023/04/05/uk-to-send-depleted-uranium-shells-to-ukraine-despite-health-concerns
https://sonar21.com/is-biden-preparing-to-take-the-u-s-to-war-against-russia/
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může být příslušníky Individuální připravené zálohy, jak uznají za
nutné, a ukončit službu těm jednotkám a příslušníkům nařízeným do
aktivní služby.“ I když čísla nejsou velká a jazyk je vládní, jde o
rozkaz vyslat do Evropy více vojáků, aby se zvýšily dostupné zdroje
pro potenciální boj proti Rusům. Může to být první z řady takových
rozkazů od doby, kdy NATO údajně ujistilo Zelenského , že alianceby
zvýšilo své takzvané síly vysoké připravenosti (připravené k
nasazení do 30 dnů nebo méně) na 300 000 . Právě teď je počet
amerických vojáků v celé Evropě zhruba 100 000 plus odhadem 100
důstojníků CIA a někteří speciální operátoři přímo na Ukrajině.
Člověka by nepřekvapilo, kdybychom se dozvěděli, že první tranše
vojáků míří do Polska, které hraničí s Ukrajinou, Běloruskem a
Ruskem a kde již došlo k výraznému posílení armády, včetně
jednotek 101. výsadkové a  obrněné  . do země na „školení“ v
loňském roce.
Existují také zprávy, že Bílý dům přesunul bombardéry B-52 z jejich
základen v kontinentálních USA na základny na Aljašce blíže k
Rusku, aby sloužily jako varování. Lze jen doufat, že se to šílenství
nějakým způsobem zastaví. Volíme své vůdce s očekáváním, že nás
udrží v bezpečí, a ne se pouštět do bojů s jadernými zbraněmi.
Pokud se jedná o předvolební trik, jak příští rok znovu zvolit Joea
Bidena tím, že se bude jevit jako nějaký silný válečný prezident,
někdo by měl hned teď vytáhnout zástrčku a říct Joeovi, že je čas
odejít do důchodu. Joe, ať ti radí kdokoli z pitomců, nejspíš to bude
Antony, Jake a Victoria! Jste na dobré cestě nás všechny zabít pro
nic za nic!
Philip M. Giraldi, Ph.D., je výkonným ředitelem Council for the
National Interest, vzdělávací nadace 501(c)3 s odčitatelnou daní
(federální identifikační číslo #52-1739023), která usiluje o zahraniční
politiku USA více založenou na zájmech. na Středním východě.
Webová stránka je Councilforthenationalinterest.org, adresa je
PO Box 2157, Purcellville VA 20134 a její e-mail je
inform@cnionline.org .
← Opravdu vedl Jevgenij Prigožin Ar...  
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Tajná válka Joea Bidena na Ukrajině
Američtí vojáci už jsou „boty na zemi“

Filip Giraldi
← Opravdu vedl Jevgenij Prigožin Ar...  
Skrýt 85 komentářů Zanechat komentář
Komentující ignorovat ... sledovatEndorsed Only
Oříznout komentáře?

1. Phibbsříká:
18. července 2023 v 4:16 GMT • před 14,8 hodinami • 100 slov
↑   
Biden je prostě hlásná trouba pro Židy. Proto je Biden takový
lhář. Dokonce i jeho hlavní autor řečí, Karlyn Reichel, je
Židovka. Jako většina Židů nenávidí bílé lidi obecně a bílé Rusy
zvláště. Její – a světové židovstvo – velká posedlost je „bílými
nacionalisty“. Ve skutečnosti jsou židovský nacionalismus a
židovská nadřazenost rakovinou ničící Ameriku.

•  Souhlasím:JWalters, Miro23
•  Odpovědi:@Realist,@One Nobody
Odpovědět Souhlasím/Nesouhlasím/atd. This Commenter This
Thread Hide Thread 
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2. Zachary Smithříká:
18. července 2023 v 4:22 GMT • před 14,7 hodinami • 200 slov
↑   

To je pokus o humor na jinak depresivní téma. Zelenskij se mohl
oholit a obléct si oblek a mohl by získat nějakou zdvořilou
pozornost, místo aby se mu vyhýbali jako špinavého vandráka,
kterým je.

Biden could try to imitate a decent POTUS instead of doddering
around as a corrupt and failing old warmonger. I worry that his
handlers have some surprises in store for us. For example, what
if all those US troops suddenly drive into Ukraine and declare
themselves to be Peacekeepers? I fear the Russians would call
that bluff the next time they target some missiles. What then?
Parking a few 70-year-old B-52s near Russia isn’t going to
impress them a bit – they can use shorter-range missiles to take
them out.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Zachary+Smith
https://i.redd.it/must-be-this-tall-to-join-nato-v0-7d0bi5566mbb1.jpg?s=dba1ca1298525fcbc5982a88de076a44583b64b4
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You are well on the way to killing all of us for nothing!

Amen.

• LOL: Biff, Gordo, Trinity
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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3. July 18, 2023 at 4:30 am GMT • 14.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
I don’t follow this conflict closely, but saw something yesterday
of interest. Here is the map of the current conflict:

https://www.aljazeera.com/wp-
content/uploads/2023/07/INTERACTIVE-WHO-CONTROLS-
WHAT-IN-UKRAINE-1689243500.png?
resize=770%2C770&quality=80

Note that heavy fighting only takes place along half of the
border. Ukraine just wasted its reserve forces on a pointless
counteroffensive that had no chance without air support.
Russia’s reserve forces are bigger than those in actual combat.
The Military Summary channel noted that several Russian
divisions were ordered to the north and disappeared.

The border in the north is lightly defended and has no
minefields. If Russia began a major push there across a 100-
mile front, can Ukraine contain that? It is running out of ammo,
but now needs to send ammo to the north! If 50,000 new
Russian troops open a new front in the north, who will stop it?

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/ch-sKBSOcUA

https://www.aljazeera.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/07/INTERACTIVE-WHO-CONTROLS-WHAT-IN-UKRAINE-1689243500.png?resize=770%2C770&quality=80
https://youtu.be/ch-sKBSOcUA
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• Replies: @Ukraine Tiger
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
4. Anon[284] • Disclaimer says:

Today zelensky murdered two more of his “own” people. Two
citizens of crimea which zelensky still claims as ukranian
territory. Saddam got vilification for murdering his own people
but zelensky gets praise.

If it were not so obscene it would be funny

• Agree: Radicalcenter
• Replies: @Wokechoke, @Ukraine Tiger
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
5. “You are well on the way to killing all of us for nothing!”

For nothing?

Bidet’s ten per cent and Lloyd Austin’s Raytheon stock dividends
aren’t nothing.

• Agree: Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

6. Zarathustra says:
Russians did loose considerable territories today.

 Biden is liar Russians did not use cluster ammunition’s.
 Putin today declared that if Ukis will use it his army will use it

also.
 Cluster ammunition rarely kills it it only injures.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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7. abbra cadaver says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:21 am GMT • 13.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
And where is the US congress in all this. Cheering it on. So
much for the balance of power. At one time it was only congress
who could declare war, but that power was given up to the
president. AOC, the phony baloney progressive, (more like
Pelosi’s pet poodle) just gave her support to Biden because,
according to AOC, he’s done a good job. And what a wonderful
job it’s been. Inflation, crime everywhere running rampant, open
borders, homeless people under every bridge, perverts dressed
up like cheap whores invited to children’s schools, the very real
prospect of a nuclear exchange just to name a few. Yes, a
wonderful, wonderful job by Biden. Good job Joe.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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8. emerging majority says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:23 am GMT • 13.7 hours ago • 700 Words   ↑
Has Ukraine gone a bridge too far? From the looks of Russia’s
retaliatory announcement of a naval blockade of Odessa; the
whole of NATO gets its knickers in a knot. In essence Moscow
has declared that the Black Sea is now a Russian lake.

Zelensky’s regime is hardly alone in receiving this shot across
the bows. Clearly visible in the cross-hairs is the regime in
London.

Firstly, they shot the moon by providing notorious depleted
uranium munitions to the Ukies. Most recently that Kerch bridge
was assaulted by means of a strike from their more recent
development, a deep-diving robot submarine which is controlled
in much the same manner as an aerial device. The naval assault
weapon was British.

Russia has certainly taken note.

If this conflict is not merely a matter of high-theater; these and
other moves on the part of the mangy old lion, still dreaming of
Empire, do not amuse President Putin or the rest of Russia’s
collective leadership.

Retaliation can take many forms. The most direct would be the
launching of a hypersonic missile, strictly kinetic and non-
nuclear tipped, precisely aimed at a certain privately held bank
in City of London, the world capital of capital (ism) and general
monetary affairs as well as insurance, maritime matters, metals
and mining and media control mechanisms centering on MI6
controlled BBC and of the Reuters information clearing house.

The U$$A Imperial attack dog is but a continental extension of
the Talmudist controlled world center which is housed in that city
within a city and independent state within the British state.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=emerging+majority
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Please note that the message delivered to Zelensky,when he
was holding peace talks in Turkey with Russia , came from Boris
Johnson, the then prime minister of Britain, as a semi-discrete
messenger from the Rottenchild Crime Clan itself.

Close readers of geopolitical affairs quickly realized that wild-
haired Boris, ironically “christened” with an archetypical Russian
given name, was empowered to torpedo the peace talks on
behalf of the ruling financial elite. There was no need to utilize
secondary powers such as the Agency or Wall $treet
representatives.

The message came straight from the top.

Again, it is quite clear that Russia was and is not amused.
Further developments may be expected. Time and place to be
determined by a grand council within the Kremlin.

A hypersonic messenger could signal “checkmate”.

No need for nukes for a first strike. The R.U. has a monopoly of
advanced weaponry. Striking at the heart of the Beast would
announce their new military order loud and clear.

Should any Western power, or group of powers, attempt a
counter-move, Russia has quietly built a system of military
supremacy.

The U$$A is an ocean away from the arena and its WarDefense
industry is all about profits for the financial elites, combined with
political power for those conniving “Masters of War”.

It was Ben Franklin who suggested that the symbolic animal for
the U.S. should be the wild turkey instead of the bald eagle.
Lockheed-Martin won a no-bid, cost over-run trillion dollar plus
F-35 which is not so affectionately known by pilots as the “Flying
Turkey”…aka, a “hangar queen”.
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Primary shareholders in Lockheed-Martin are said to be “London
Bankers”. Corruption runs deep within the Di$trict of Corruption.
While the pro$titician$ are bought and paid-for stooges of the
bank$ters; the 53% of the entire U$$A budget goes to that same
WarDefense industry, which is all about the bottom-line.

Quality of weaponry is at best a secondary concern.

At the same time, Russia has erected a lean, mean fighting
machine…to steal a slogan once employed by the Ruptured
Republic.

No contest. U$$A weaponry is mostly crappola. Observers right
across the planet are full well aware of that fact now. The
Special Military Operation has proven that eye-opener. Bradley
Parking Lot, anyone?

Undoubtedly, the more sober elements within the Pentagon
have read the tea-leaves. They still have the option of face-
saving moves…otherwise it could be game over for the human
race.

• Replies: @Realist
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
9. emerging majority says:

@Zachary Smith
In his customary get-up, Zelensky suggests a mechanic who has
been summoned to fix some Poohbah’s Rolls-Royce. He doesn’t
realize that the summons was a crank call.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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10. anon[361] • Disclaimer says:
There are lots of dead people and endless bitterness over this
stupid war!!

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

11. JWalters says:
@Zachary Smith
Zelensky’s last words:

“I’m just the patsy”.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
12. anon[342] • Disclaimer says:

July 18, 2023 at 5:54 am GMT • 13.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Sorry to break in here and it has nothing/everything to do with
you.

 I can’t comment in Canada. Weather it is news or not news,
because what I believe is not what they believe. No argument
possible because they have the money to control the net.Sad
ending to a very positive beginning; when anyone could go on
the net and express their ideas. Don’t work like that anymore.

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
13. Supply and Demand says:

I just hope as many white people die as possible. Hopefully Joe
can find a way to send Trump

 Voters to Ukraine and have the Russian convicts rape and kill
them.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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14. anon[342] • Disclaimer says:
@anon
Maybe if you as an independent are willing to jump through
hoops of fire which are already rigged against you. Good luck
my friend.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
15. anno nimus says:

July 18, 2023 at 6:21 am GMT • 12.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
https://www.rt.com/news/579854-hungary-lgbtq-laws-eu/

there are dark, sinister forces inexorably pulling the world into
the abyss. unless we repent and turn back from our evil ways,
they might succeed in causing unimaginable horror and terror,
death and destruction.

no to sodomy! no to war! no to perversity! no to oppression! no
to abortion! no to murder! no to big brother! no to lying! no to
hypocrisy!

yes to Life! yes to the Holy Church! yes to the Truth! yes to
Peace!

free Julian Assange!

• Replies: @anon
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
16. ..gee whiz, Mr. Giraldi, how much is Mother Russia paying you

for this pro-Russian propaganda?

• Troll: Radicalcenter
• Replies: @Rev. Spooner
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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17. Constant Walker says:
July 18, 2023 at 7:19 am GMT • 11.7 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
What part of the “globalist” psychopaths’ published program for
exterminating all Carbon-based Life here, sterilizing the
LivingLoving Arrangement of Earth and Sky, and replacing us
ALL with a silicon-based electro-mechanical un-living
simulacrum not adversely affected by levels of ionizing radiation
lethal immediately and for ages to Every Native Kind living-and-
breathing here today, is Philip Giraldi just not getting? His
cautiously phrased whistling wishfully past the intended-to-be
mass graveyard, in such carefully-chosen and circumspect
tones, seems somehow to be suicidally wimpish to a literally
cosmic degree.

Is he a believer in “Rapture” theology, so expecting to be “saved”
from all that “trial and tribulation” at THE END of Days. Is he
counting-on being somehow spared from having to join in with
the prophesied “weeping and wailing and gnashing of teeth”?

Anyhow, all that ongoing and scheduled to soon be
exponentially-escalating killing is not at-all “for nothing.” It’s for
Everything!

Alright, the wannabe killers are going to wind-up with much less
than nothing, in the bitter end. So too, though, will all the captive
and co-opted domesticated Humans who knowingly aided-and-
abetted them by helping to build both their WMD’s and their
supposed-to-be get-away “car”….hoping vainly to be taken
along for The Ride.

That pie-bye-‘n’-bye-way-up-high is a lie. Even if it wasn’t,
though, nobody could get there from here anyhow.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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18. goldgettin says:
July 18, 2023 at 7:25 am GMT • 11.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Sorry, but I must contest the last line.

STRONGLY…

‘You are well on the way to killing all
 of us, for nothing.”

What is this ” nothing ” ???

Seems to be a rather expensive, time
 consuming endeavor… producing

 trillions for these princes of peace.

Prai$e to the deep fences, as well.

• Replies: @JoaoAlfaiate
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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19. Seraphim says:
July 18, 2023 at 8:07 am GMT • 10.9 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
The theatrical quality of ‘Project Ukraine’ has been duly noticed.
‘Shakespearean tragedy’, ‘drama’, etc. It was more of a tragi-
comedy, a carnival, a ‘Saturnalia’. In Roman antiquity, during the
festival of Saturnalia, all ordinary roles and social conventions
were reversed (masters would play the role of slaves and the
slaves of the masters, permitted to do as they wished and even
display outrageous insolence. It was presided over by a ‘fool’, a
buffoon, chosen especially for the occasion, known as the
‘Saturnalicius princeps/leader of the Saturnalia’, referred to as
the ‘Lord of Misrule’, as he was selected from the lowliest
members of a household and given the right to conduct light-
hearted mischief, among others exhibiting a mock phallus. At the
end of the festival everything was returned to normal and the
buffoon disposed of, sacrificed for real, or symbolically burned in
effigy and let go back to his trade.

 So, paraphrasing Shakespeare’s ”The Moor has done his duty,
the Moor can go”, can we hope that ”The Fool has done his duty,
the Fool can go”?

• Thanks: Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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20. Dieter Kief says:
July 18, 2023 at 8:11 am GMT • 10.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Dear Phil Giraldi – the penis-trick Volodymyr Selensky
performed on his Ukrainin TV-saturday evening show – – is one
of the old – – -very old vaudeville-stunts and – – – is of course –
– – fake (no penis involved).

 So – – Volodymr as a comedian, pretending to play the piano
with his penis is actually a professional at its best: a show man,
stunning and entertaining his audience – perfect.

The same man pretending to be the dominatrix of world politics
is clearly over the top though… And that is the crucial difference
here, I’d hold.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

21. geokat62 says:

• Agree: katesisco
• Thanks: Chuck Orloski, Z-man, Iris
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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22. July 18, 2023 at 8:39 am GMT • 10.4 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
That picture of ((Zelensky)) — isolated, loathed, and snubbed,
yet stiff-necked and defiant — is a picture of every ((jew)) on
earth. But it’s also a picture of every Zoglodyte. Those NATO
bigwigs should have ((Zelensky)) and the ((jews)) forever hung
around their own stiff-necks until together they go to where
they’re destined: hell.

The ((jew)) is an easy target (moreso because it makes a target
of itself due to its mentally ill/criminally insane, aloof “chosen”
pretenses and grand pose) but the Zoglodyte thinks it can wash
its hands and launder itself if the ((jew)) when things have gone
awry. Pilate already pulled that stunt once, so we know the
Zoglodyte and the ((jew)) are now joined at the hip, despite
attempts at separation.

For instance, Joe “I am a Zionist” Biden is every bit as evil,
complicit, and guilty as the ((jewish)) dwarf, and every bit the
same murderous jackass, grifter and fraud.

Things can never go back to where they were. It’s all gone too
far. The Zoglodytes must go down with the ((jew)). That’s how
it’s got to be for the Second Coming. That’s the only way it can
be according to the iron law of Christian Logos. All attempts to
dodge this inevitability are futile. There’s no turning back the
clock. There will be no “Great Reset” for Satan to regain its
bearings. This goes to completion.

Get right with Christ.
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23. Anon[272] • Disclaimer says:
Jews.

Biden is simply their puppet demon.

Jews.

At War with Mankind for 3000 yeatrs.

Jews.

Hating Slavs and Germans and Christians.

Jews.

Coveting Russian resources.

Jews.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

24. peter mcloughlin says:
It can be one of the smaller players that starts a world war. And
the more that can start it increases the likelihood – if it is not
already destined.

 https://patternofhistory.wordpress.com/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

25. Wielgus says:
@Zachary Smith
It does look like the premises groundskeeper wandering into
some upper-crust gathering…

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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26. zenmaster says:
July 18, 2023 at 9:46 am GMT • 9.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
Take away his platform adjusted brown boots that don’t match
his overly long green trousers and we see the vertically
challenged midget that Zelensky is and he is clearly studying
those two women to his right and muttering to himself ‘if only i
could wear stilettos at these events i might get what i want’.

27. tyrone says:
July 18, 2023 at 10:45 am GMT • 8.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑

the star performer at the recently completed two day NATO Summit in Vilnius
Lithuania on July 11th-12th

…Remember the Sesame Street song “one of these things does
not belong here, one of these things is not the same”….that’s
that photo …..he’s peaked and don’t know it yet or maybe they
thought he was a lost construction worker wandering around.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

28. Realist says:
@Phibbs
And they’re off…the Jew-haters like Pavlov’s dogs pissing and
moaning right on cue, but never a solution.

29. Seraphim says:
@zenmaster
Isn’t there a photo of Ze in travesti wearing stilettos at a ‘Pride
Parade’ somewhere in South America?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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30. tyrone says:

after what must have been consultations with his astrologer,

……no ,his train of thought is piled up on the siding on fire ….
nibbling the little Finnish girl made the whole NATO confab
worthwhile for “good ole Joe” ,now for some ice cream and
adrenochrome.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

31. Realist says:
@emerging majority

In essence Moscow has declared that the Black Sea is now a Russian lake.

But a lake with a controlled egress through the Bosphorus.
Erdogan is not someone who Russia can trust.

• Replies: @Rich
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
32. Quartermaster says:

The only one responsible for starting WW3 is Putin. Ukraine has
the right to defend herself from a brutal invader.

• LOL: GMC
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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33. Wokechoke says:
July 18, 2023 at 11:21 am GMT • 7.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Zachary Smith
I have another take on this.

While Zelenskyy appears to have been snubbed he’s got
everything he wanted. The Ukraine military is fully integrated into
NATO (both the US and UK’s most advanced systems and as
much German gear as he likes) in such a profound way that they
needed to make it appear he’s isolated. He’s certainly not
isolated. He’s the Jew King of Kiev, the Green Man.

The fawning obsequiousness of these European heads of state
to the sort of Jewish power that Zelenskyy represents had to
counter acted with some token high school antics.

What did anyone expect? Boeing…I mean Bowing in front of
him?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
34. Wokechoke says:

@Chris Moore
But he’s got what he wanted. I mean everything.

The photo is a trivial token where these folks have to explain
their own independence from Jews back to their own
electorates.

It’s a meaningless image that depicts a stupid social etiquette
game. They’ve given this demanding man everything he’s
demanded and more.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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35. Wokechoke says:
@Anon
How many Jews have died in this Russia Ukraine war?

I can’t think of any.

• Replies: @John Q Duped
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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36. Timur The Lame says:
July 18, 2023 at 11:33 am GMT • 7.5 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
Just some random observations on the general topics of the
Nato Summit, the US leadership and the pianist.

In Vilnius, absent from all the speeches, promises and high
falutin’ freedom propaganda was any discussion involving
peace, de-escalation or the brotherhood of man. It was all war
and escalation. Did anyone notice?

Puddin’head Biden was kept from attending the subsequent
dinner I’m sure because concerns of falling forward on the table
and uttering gaffs may have had the damage control unit
unwilling to go for double duty. On the humane side, I don’t think
he knew of any banquet anyways.

For those wondering why the walking zucchini of a president has
not been ‘retired’ under the provisions allowed for regarding
diminished capacity, one need not look further than at the vice-
president. I think that even the deep staters are horrified at the
prospect of a President Kamel-Toe.

Can anyone please, please explain to me how they can run a
‘dead man walking’ for another four years (if successful) in a
superpower nation without some rational pushback even from
the usual idiots? I mean even someone totally zombified should
see that this fellow may eventually not get up from one of his
tumbles providing that he hasn’t stroked out in private first.
There are shades of Brezhnev here. Brezhnev had tried for
years to step down because at least he was aware of his
deterioration, but the Politburo wouldn’t let him because they felt
the ground was too weak for any major changes. They were
right. A quick Andropov, a quick Chernenko, then Gorby and Ka
Boom!

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Timur+The+Lame
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Could that explain the fact that most contenders for high office in
the USA are of the same average age as the Politburo in the
early 80’s? Even ‘whippersnapper’ Kennedy is in his 70’s. Food
for thought. I always thought that the perfect ages for
presidential candidates was as in the Kennedy, Nixon contest.
Enough experience and gravitas for the job as well as the vitality
to carry it out. Added to which, a potential second term would
not have work capacity as an issue as shown by Eisenhower.

Finally poor Zhelly. His initial choice of image as the warrior-
king, rough and ready enough to grab a rifle as well as run a
state at war with his military ‘look’ now has him prisoner of that
same look. The thing now is that he can’t ever be seen wearing
anything else. He even went to see the Pope looking like a
‘stolen valour’ type. Now it has taken on a life as an object of
amusement and ridicule even among his supporting elements.
He is like the bald guy who hides his baldness with a ubiquitous
ball cap and gets away with it until he shows up at a black tie
dinner wearing the same ball cap.

If Putin ever captures him, he should force him to dress up as
one of the Village People. Zhelly of course would have the
option of being the army guy but maybe he will see this as an
opportunity to liberate himself and go as the Indian. If so,
Trudeau will instantly grant him citizenship and appoint him
Minister of Culture upon his release. Win-win for long the
suffering Zhelly.

My dos centavos,

Cheers-

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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37. PJ London says:
July 18, 2023 at 11:37 am GMT • 7.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
” We must define our position and lay down basic principles for a
settlement.Our demands should be moderate and balanced, and
appear to be reasonable. But in fact they must involve such
conditions as to ensure that the enemy rejects them. Then we
should manoeuvre and allow him to define his own position, and
reject a settlement on the basis of a compromise position. We
should then publish his demands as embodying unreasonable
extremism.”

 (Yehoshafat Harkabi, 2 November 1973)
 We learned these negotiating techniques in the 70s.

 Stay on the right side of history and be the victim.
 Nothing will end until the US is totally defeated on the world

stage of opinion.
 Will take another 3-4 years but BRICS++ is working on it.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

38. Tallest Skil says:
@Realist
Thanks for admitting that it’s the jews and that you’re incapable
of providing evidence to the contrary. Drown yourself, paid shill.
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39. Walter says:
July 18, 2023 at 12:07 pm GMT • 6.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
What does the author mean “we elect”?

Chose either grifter, and then you have chosen a crook? Not at
all. It was a stacked deck. Heads they win, tails we lose….you
want coke with that?

” We elect our leaders with the expectation that they will keep us
safe, not engage in brinksmanship with nuclear weapons. ”

Dream on Phil. Dream on.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

Subscribe to New Columns
40. Rich says:

July 18, 2023 at 12:21 pm GMT • 6.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Realist
If not for the Brits, Constantinople would have been freed from
the Islamic yolk years ago and the Turk run back to his steppes.
Now that the UK has gone fully and openly anti-Christian, we
can see it was always that way from when they supported the
White slavers of the Ottoman empire against the Christian
troops of the Czar.
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41. Rich says:
July 18, 2023 at 12:32 pm GMT • 6.5 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Quartermaster
I don’t understand, with all the evidence available, how you guys
can keep blaming Putin for this war. He signed 2 separate
agreements with the Ukrainians to get them to stop bombing
Donetsk and Luhansk. He even brought in France and Germany
to help assure the peace. Ukraine kept up its indiscriminate
bombing. France, Germany and Ukraine have all admitted they
only signed the Minsk accords to buy time to build up Ukraine’s
military. Ukraine built a huge force in preparation of a spring 22
invasion of Luhansk and Donetsk. Putin saw it coming and acted
to save these 2 regions. Was he supposed to stand by while
these people were murdered like those in Odessa?

• Agree: JR Foley, Radicalcenter, tyrone
• Replies: @Notsofast
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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42. JoaoAlfaiate says:

@goldgettin
Who rules Russian speakers in the Donbass may not be
“nothing,” but for me, it’s close enough.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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43. anon[110] • Disclaimer says:

@anno nimus
Its not yet even Sunday . Save the prayer for the fellow beggars
intruding into your territory.
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44. JoaoAlfaiate says:
@zenmaster
He looks like a member of the security staff or a night club
bouncer. Since the top of his head would be about level with
Napoleon’s navel, he wouldn’t be suitable for that job either.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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45. JoaoAlfaiate says:

@Quartermaster
And Warsaw Pact missiles in Cuba were OK. Better look at what
JFK did about that threat to the USA.
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46. skrik says:
July 18, 2023 at 12:52 pm GMT • 6.2 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
I 1st found reference to this @ smoothiex12, then via
zerohedge, consortiumnews to indianpunchline; Mr.
Bhadrakumar’s:

“Remilitarized Germany Playing Long Game in Ukraine”
 https://www.indianpunchline.com/germany-creates-equity-in-

western-ukraine/

Keyword: Revanchism.
 

 
Snip:

Thus, the war in Ukraine is only the means to an end. Recent reports suggest
that Berlin may be moving, finally, toward meeting Ukraine’s pending demand
for Taurus cruise missiles with a range exceeding 500 kms and unique “multi-
effect war head” that can be a game changer in the combat dynamics on the
battlefield and create the prerequisites for victory

Wow. WW3, here we come?
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Zusa + Zuk try to ‘strategically defeat’ Russia to regime-change
it, on the way to plundering Russia’s vast resources, and D
wants parts of its post-1945-neighbours land ‘back.’

Musing: Wouldn’t it be nice, if Western so-called democracies
had representatives who looked after the welfare of their
citizens, instead of warmongering, mass-murdering, killing to
steal etc.?

And not so BTW, stopped their filthy lying?

47. anastasia says:
July 18, 2023 at 1:00 pm GMT • 6.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
You have to wonder what they are up to inching toward
inevitable war. Frankly I cannot figure it out. It is almost as if they
want WWIII and a lot of people to die. Could be. They have
published for all the world to hear that they need to reduce the
surplus population in the world to get a handle on climate
change. This would certainly be a way to do it.

• Replies: @skrik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
48. Wielgus says:

https://vz.ru/news/2023/7/18/1221710.html

Ukrainian ground forces commander Syrsky saying the “counter-
offensive” is not in a position to obtain swift results.
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49. Z-man says:
July 18, 2023 at 1:20 pm GMT • 5.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
PS. RFK Jr. is my new hero. He called out the Jew, and the
Chink, the other day, ostensibly about Covid.

 Let’s see how he reacts to the pressure. As long as he doesn’t
grovel embarrassingly, he’ll still be ‘aces in my book’. (Grin)

 An RFK Jr., Tucker Carlson, $Elon Musk$ axis could save
America, but as always…’Beware the Power of The Cabal’.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

50. skrik says:
July 18, 2023 at 1:45 pm GMT • 5.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@anastasia

they need to reduce the surplus population in the world to get a handle on
climate change. This would certainly be a way to do it

Err, IMHO no.

almost as if they want WWIII and a lot of people to die

IF *they* [Zusa, Zuk & Z-D] push Russia too hard [defined as
putting Russia’s survival under ‘critical’ threat], THEN that would
trigger Russia’s nukular response; the very 1st nuke-bursts
would entirely eliminate the illegal-squatter non-natives in ex-
mandate Palestine [shortest flight-time], followed immediately
after the massive EMPs which would switch the entire North-
America’s electricity permanently off, [followed by] the total
elimination of all zusa ((ghettos)).

The true ((rulers)) cannot contemplate [let alone handle] that, so
Zusa & Co won’t risk a single nuke = MAD still rules.
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51. One Nobody says:
July 18, 2023 at 2:29 pm GMT • 4.6 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
@Phibbs
Some of us try to understand the whole geopolitical structure, by
including the vector of economics into the mix, to get a complete
picture. After all, power is for the accumulation of wealth.

 This brings us to a momentous event obscured from so many,
Janet Yellin’s “presidential” visit to China. The trip initially was for
2 days and was extended to 4 days. No Chinese, nor US media
covered any details from the visit such as meetings or joint press
releases. It appears that neither parties wished for the purpose
or results of this visit, to be known by the rest of the World.
Why? Both parties couldn’t afford the release of the truth.

 Well, Janet went to China hat in hand to ask the Chinese to buy
a US bond issue to the tune of 1 trillion. The Treasury is broke
and the servant of the European Colonialists Yellin, needs funds
for the US to continue to try to bring Russsia down. When the
interest rate reaches 7% it will be a counter move to make such
a war expensive to maintain.

This moment is when the US Empire died.
 This is similar to the Brithish Empire dying after invading Egypt

in 1956, in what is known as the Suez Canal crisis.

This is a dangerous time, when desperation of people under
illusion, may make faulty decision, as in transferring F-16s
capable of delivering nuclear ordinance.

Remember what the enemy of humanity Soros said: this is a
conflict between two forms of order. He meant the conflict
between the 300 year old Colonial order and the emerging new
world order of peace and trade based on Commodities not fiat
currency.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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52. Harry Law says:
July 18, 2023 at 2:46 pm GMT • 4.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Everything the Russian Federation did in Ukraine was legal and
in line with International law, as regards Crimea, the residents of
Crimea voted for independence as was their right under the UN
charter i.e. all peoples have the right to self determination, after
the referendum was completed Russia accepted the will of the
Crimean people to join the Russian Federation, this is how
lawyer Reinhard Merkel sees the situation. In his article, he
came to the conclusion that the secession of Crimea and the
subsequent referendum were held quite in accordance with
international law, and not at all in violation of it, as most
countries claim. However, Merkel makes a reservation: both the
secession and the referendum were violations of the Ukrainian
Constitution. However, this is not a matter of international law,
and since the Ukrainian constitution does not apply in Russia,
Russia had the right to agree to the entry of Crimea into its
composition.

 The same principles were applied to the other breakaway
provinces all perfectly legal under International law.

 As an aside, many observers were of the opinion that after the
coup in 2014 the Ukrainian constitution was null and void. Putin
also used the Kosovo precedent when both Germany and the
US recognized the independence of Kosovo, even without a
referendum.
https://mickestenssononrussia.wordpress.com/2021/12/24/was-
the-annexation-of-crimea-to-russia-an-illegal-annexation/
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53. HT says:
July 18, 2023 at 2:49 pm GMT • 4.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
Zelenskyy is now the new “hotness”, the in thing for the Left and
unfortunately also for many right wing war mongers. The media
has portrayed him as a freedom fighter when in reality he is just
another tyrant. The goal is destroy Putin and they will use every
lie they can create to do so and Zelenskyy himself is a lie.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

54. Mike Tre says:
The accompanying photo Little Z might be the greatest photo
taken of all time.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

55. Radicalcenter says:
@Chris Moore
Get right with God, not men. Especially not dead men.
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56. Been_there_done_that says:
July 18, 2023 at 2:58 pm GMT • 4.1 hours ago • 300 Words   ↑
Quoting the professional liar Lavrov, with regard to F16 fighter
jets, which have been in operation since the 1970s and are
currently being used by numerous countries:

“In the course of combat operations, our servicemen are not going to sort out
whether each particular aircraft of this type is equipped to deliver nuclear
weapons or not. We will regard the very fact that the Ukrainian armed forces
have such systems as a threat from the West in the nuclear sphere.”

This ludicrous public assertion, yet another insinuated – but
essentially empty – nuclear attack threat by Russia against
western Europe, proves that it is Putin and Lavrov, who are the
real psychopaths in this conflict. According to reports, Ukrainian
pilots are purportedly being trained to operate F16 aircraft
owned by the Netherlands and Denmark, both small
constitutional monarchies that do not even own any nuclear
devices. No military representative or politician from a NATO
country has stated or suggested that they would allow Ukraine to
use nuclear weapons, or would themselves deploy them in this
war.

In the future, F16 jets, donated or leased to the Ukrainian air
force by these two countries, would likely be deployed for
defensive aerial reconnaissance and surveillance missions and
operate from a safe position above the western portion of
Ukraine, lightly equipped with air-to-air missiles effective only at
relatively short distances. If it were to carry a heavier load it
would then be a modular reconnaissance pod, made in
Denmark, to enhance their operational purpose, not some
nuclear bomb, as Lavrov has irresponsibly fantasized about,
which in any case would then have to be flown and delivered to
its imagined target by the aircraft itself.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Been_there_done_that
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It is this type of mad hysteria, namely invoking any concocted
pretext, no matter how ridiculous, to threaten Europe with
nuclear attacks, that affirms the Western resolve to resist such
intimidation attempts by defeating the crazed Russian regime.

• Replies: @skrik
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
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57. Ernesto Che says:

July 18, 2023 at 3:00 pm GMT • 4.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Quartermaster

Ukraine has the right to defend herself from a brutal invader.

Absolutely, well said. Except there is a small issue you’re
skipping over: it was the Ukraine itself that generously begged
Russia to invade. So, Putin being the gentleman he is, kindly
obliged.

In April 2022 he still gave the generous host a chance to settle
amicably, but, as with his proposals during the previous 15 years
for a security system in Europe that would be acceptable to all
parties, his proposal to the Ukraine was scuppered, in this case
by Zelly’s UK handlers, you know, the ones that have been
trying to destroy Russia since the 19th century.

So, yes baby, like its sister country ZioNazistan, the Ukraine has
the right to defend itself as the aggressor-playing-victim.
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58. Notsofast says:
July 18, 2023 at 3:03 pm GMT • 4.0 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich
actually it’s quite easy to understand, that’s his job. must suck to
be a “pro” troll, always having people kick the shit off your
shovel. it reminds me of the joke, about the guy they pay to
clean up the elephant shit at the circus. when people asked, why
he didn’t quit his shitty job, he replied “what….and give up show
business?”.
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59. Radicalcenter says:
July 18, 2023 at 3:10 pm GMT • 3.9 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Rich
The horror of living under Islamic eggs! God help them.

Ottomans/Turks have now lived more than half a millennium in
Istanbul etc. — far longer than Americans have lived on our
territory. Longer than Russians have controlled much of their
current lands. Longer than any EU country has been a formally
unified nation-state in something like their current form or
territory.

Like many countries, Türkiye has serious economic and
demographic problems. It also faces concerted efforts by the
West (with some success) to push confused, unhealthy,
unnatural, counterproductive “lifestyles” and “identities” on
Turkey’s youth.

But if we’re guessing at the mid-term future: Türkiye probably
won’t be surrendering any of its territory, least of all to “great (lol)
britain”, the “european” union, or the Disuniting States of
America.

Türkiye is likelier to acquire more territory from the aging,
declining, morally and financially bankrupt & faggotized country
known as Greece. Perhaps also from Austria, which can be
similarly described.
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60. Radicalcenter says:
@Rich
PS Ironically, a young man has a better chance of meeting a
nice theistic family-minded white girl in Izmir or Eskeşehir than in
most major US or Canadian cities.
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61. Notsofast says:

July 18, 2023 at 3:26 pm GMT • 3.6 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@skrik
all valid points but russia has been playing the long game, for 9
years now. they are running their defense industries 24/7, since
the start of the smo and are stock piling arms for future use,
while the west is running their arsenals down and do not have
the supply lines to feed their bloated defense industries, and will
never catch up to russia, let alone russia and china. imo this was
all part of the russian strategy, to crush the combined west
economically.

the early zioneocons, would brag about how the u.s. defeated
the ussr, by forcing them into an arms race and destroying their
economy. well i think they’re going to find out how it should be
done, without destroying your own economy 30 years later.

we’re in the middle of ww3 right now and if it goes hot, imo it’s
more likely to be biological, rather than nuclear.
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62. Jesuitic Ziowahhabiz says:
July 18, 2023 at 3:31 pm GMT • 3.5 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
With the plandemic the Kremlin regime achieved its most
coveted goal since the Gorbachov incumbency tore up the
USSR: becoming a full peer of the terrorist USEUNATO
conglomerate. The “Russky” regime, like the Chinks, are
completely converted to the Ziocorporate gospel of prosperity,
and terrorised Russians and foreigners alike, just like any
member of the US-led Western golem of globalism and China
did, to advance a broader worldwide indivudual life- and
business-destroying “sustainable” agenda of so-called
“vaccination” and mass-surveillance. They choreographed that
like they are now staging the “war” in Ukraine, so arranging a
3rd world war is never not an option to engage in a new joint
venture, bloody and destructive as it may be.

To speak of Biden as if such muppet clown could actually “want”
anything in a play where he’s just some shitty prop to move
around when convenient is intellectual fuckery of the highest
order, much like the rest of what the Jew likes its allies and
partners to spread, like the Abrahamic cults, “anti-oppression”
activism, etc.

When did the Trumpet ban Pentagon/CIA aid to Kiev, or subject
it to popular vote by the way?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

63. Known Fact says:
Biden just OKs another $1.3 billion so he didn’t come away
completely empty-handed
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64. skrik says:
July 18, 2023 at 3:51 pm GMT • 3.2 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Been_there_done_that
IMHO, you are not so much BTDT, rather more Joe King.

It is this type of mad hysteria, namely invoking any concocted pretext, no
matter how ridiculous, to threaten Europe with nuclear attacks, that affirms the
Western resolve to resist such intimidation attempts by defeating the crazed
Russian regime

‘Scuse, please?

Q: Who started this?

A: Zusa, not in 2014 = Maidan coup, not in 2004 = Orange
regime-change, but immediately after WW2, with zusa cuddling-
up to the zionasties in Ukraine.

It’s not Russian mad hysteria, but zusa and its utterly un-hinged
((rulers’)) insanity.

FWIW, note that each time ‘the West’ provides some new
wunderwaffe like Leopard-2, Russia just swats it down.

Suffer, you miserable pro-zusa troll.
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65. Agent76 says:
July 18, 2023 at 4:20 pm GMT • 2.7 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
July 18th, 2023 NATO BEHIND NEW TERROR ATTACK ON
CRIMEA’S KERCH BRIDGE

Ukraine and NATO attacked a bridge between Russia and
Crimea today. This is the same bridge that was attacked last
October by Ukraine. According to Russia, a married couple were
killed in the terror attack and a young girl was injured. The attack
on Monday came from underwater drone strikes run by the SBU,
a unit of Ukraine’s military. These NATO-provided sea based
drones were launched around 3 AM. Ukraine immediately took
credit for the terror attack. Why would Ukraine be attacking
Crimea when the counteroffensive is nowhere near there?
Crimea voted to join Russia in 2014 because of threats by the
SBU.

 
 
Video Link
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66. nokangaroos says:
July 18, 2023 at 4:38 pm GMT • 2.4 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@skrik
How cute 

 For background, this is the “1937 legalist” map, showing the
parts of
East Germany so screamingly indisputably German they were
not amputated

 after WWI (Danzig and the Corridor were screamingly
indisputably German

 but the swamp dwellers demanded and got “access to the sea”);
their international

 legal status still is “Territory of the Reich under Polish/Russian
administration”.

 If “Poland” makes a move on Galicia (they won´t be able to
restrain themselves)

 this would become salient again; of course they´d have to be
suicidal – Stepan

 personally assassinated the Polish police minister.
 – The currynigger cannot possibly be stupid enough to believe

that Germany
 arming their mortal (((enemies))) is a sign of “revanchism” (still a

German brigade
 in Lithuania – a third of which is German Memelland – is not

devoid of a certain spice) –
 it´s just more malicious anti-German slander.
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67. Rurik says:
July 18, 2023 at 4:41 pm GMT • 2.4 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
@Harry Law

Everything the Russian Federation did in Ukraine was legal and in line with
International law, as regards Crimea

does any of that really matter?

I mean, yes, it does to Russia and China and many others, but
obviously not to the West / ZOG.

In fact, ever since the recognition of Israel in 1949, the whole
idea of International Law was made a mockery, with the
pretense that a people’s ancestral land and homes could be
stolen, and handed over to terrorists and murderers, because
they had enough clout in the UN.

Since then Israel has bombed and murdered and terrorized its
neighbors relentlessly, overtly flouting every notion of law or
common decency known to man.

Today the ZUS bombs or destroys any nation that looks at Israel
cross-ways, and all of it in mockery of all notions of laws or
anything other than Might = Right.

So the very idea of the Rule of Law is today an absurdity, when
you’re talking about ZOG = U.S., Canada, England, France,
Ukraine and so forth.

They not only will murder your citizens, without even a pretext,
but they’re murder their own, if it suits them.

I suppose it’s like being in a courtroom, speaking of exalted
ideas of jurisprudence, while a woman is being raped on the
floor, and her children butchered.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Rurik
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If there were anything today even resembling an International
Rule of Law, then we’d have the Right of Return for every
Palestinian turned out of their homes, and George Bush and
Tony Bliar and Bibi, (including hundreds or thousands of other
war criminals), would all be languishing in cages at the Hague,
or dangling from the end of thousands of ropes.

If China or India or Russia or some other nation or entity who
has a right to speak of it, wants to discuss what is legal or illegal
in the context of their dealings, then that is well and good, but
today there is a drooling fiend on the world’s stage, whose orgy
of murder and aggression and the flouting of not just every
notion of law, but every notion of human decency, has by now
made a mockery of what is legal or illegal, not to mention what is
right or wrong, in the most basic sense.

After Serbia and Afghanistan and Iraq and Libya and Syria and
Donbass and NordStream and Assange and Snowden and
basically an in-your-face murderous regime menacing and
terrorizing the planet, this is how NATO seems (at least to me..)

‘Russia, you are in violation of Resolution ES-11/1 and Security
Council Resolution 2623

Lay down your arms this instant, and submit to NATO demands
that Putin and Lavrov be handed over to the proper authorities
for immediate war crimes trials.’ We will not tolerate violations of

https://o.aolcdn.com/hss/storage/midas/5947b022ce6b564f4396eb3b4e4329e2/201989107/06+BEHINDTHEMASK.jpg
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International Law!’

• Agree: nokangaroos
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68. Rev. Spooner says:

July 18, 2023 at 4:46 pm GMT • 2.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Realist
Realist your little colony even with nuclear bombs will not hold.
The truth is out. In the US, all in charge of policy are Jews, and if
not Jews then controlled or funded by Jews.

 Realist, the times are changing and all the crying and lying will
be of no avail. That little silver of land that’s an American and
European base, aka Israel will be uprooted sooner or later.
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69. Cyclingscholar says:

July 18, 2023 at 4:47 pm GMT • 2.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
It is dawning on Americans (who always do the right thing after
we’ve tried everything else) that support on the
left/democrats/libtards was based on ZelenskyY’s unique
approach to snare drumming, using his penis as drumstick. Our
girl sniffing President can never stop listening to drivel from
NATO leaders who are hungry for war and expansion.

No one in Amerika gives a rats ass about Ukraine any more
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70. DaveE says:
@Realist
I’d be careful about using the word “solution” when referring to
The Jew Problem.

It might actually happen, this time.
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71. nclaughlin says:

BTW, who are those two women Zelensky is gazing at?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

72. 

Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/0VMUkLlO4w4
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73. Paul Greenwood says:
Funny to recall that 2008 Convention on Cluster Bombs was
brought about by the Norwegian Government whose leader was
then Jens Stoltenberg
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74. Wokechoke says:
@Rich
Agreed. The British really do not want Constantinople to be
anything other than Turkish.
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75. Rev. Spooner says:

@Common Time
Common Time and you have a website? You idiot, who will ever
visit your website if you write shit like this?
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76. Ukraine Tiger says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:42 pm GMT • 1.3 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
@Carlton Meyer
I watched a military channel today that some land had been
taken west of the river at Karmazynivka and a crossing is now
possible and that there were 900 tanks and over 100,000
personnel stationed in the area. I think that the lack of mines is
the clincher. Russia can’t sit in her current positions forever.
Once the ammunition is depleted which is now the case then
she will make her moves.

 Perhaps a take of Kharkiv region and move south to pincer the
Ukrainian forces remaining east of the Dnipro river in
Zaporozhye. They would have no where to go. Just a thought.

 I used to sit on the balcony and watch the fireworks to the south
of Zaporozhye but they have now basically stopped. The
occassional explosion but nothing targets the civilian areas.
Russia is probably in a hold position such is the strength of the
defensive lines in that area.
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77. Ukraine Tiger says:

@Anon
Actually they were Russians from Belgorod but I certainly get
your point. Disgusting.
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78. MarLuc7 says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:45 pm GMT • 1.3 hours ago • 500 Words   ↑
This is Insanity. The Elephant in the Room is shitting all over
everyone. America today is like the Russian Soldiers in WWII,
after the Jews toppled that country in the 1920s.

Under that total Jewish control, the Jews forced Russian citizens
to fight at gunpoint – under threat of murdering their families. 27
Million Russians were fed into the meat grinder of WWII .

83 Years later Zionist Jew Zelinsky is doing the same to
Ukrainians (feeding that population into the meat grinder —with
an estimated 300,000 Ukrainian Men and Boys obliterated thus
far).

The Jews ruling over America today will do the same to
Americans without hesitation. Just as they have done on a much
smaller scale in “The War on Terror”.

The Insanity is their ability to control the narrative while they
openly devour us. They hide behind their Holocaust Victim
Status, their Media Control, US Hate Speech Laws and the
dumb American Sheep Self Censoring. No one in America dares
to state the obvious.

Imagine if every American screamed from the roof tops,
UKRAINE IS A JEWISH WAR, FUNDED BY JEWS,
ORCHESTRATED BY JEWS and Profited by Jews (Black Rock)
—-FOR THE GLORY AND EXPANSION OF ISRAEL.

How quickly would the war end if all eyes turned to the Jews and
the ADL was bombed off the face of the earth by a group of
patriot vigilantes. You would see congress passing Federal Hate
Speech laws in a blink of an eye. You would see Hollywood
generating ten new Nazi Porn Movies per year. You would see
Jew Media screeching “Anti-Semites” on every channel.

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=MarLuc7
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Imagine if America gets obliterated by Nuclear War. Cities
reduced to ash. Our soil contaminated with Nuclear radiation.
The Nuclear winter, starvation, and perhaps utter and total
collapse of America. This is where we are. Nuclear War.
Russia’s Tsar Bomb is 3,500 TIMES STRONGER than the
Nakasaki or Hiroshima bombs. Think on That…..3,5000 times
more destructive. Americans are so freaking stupid. We should
be rioting in the streets.

 

 
Zelinsky murders his fellow citizens –while stacking cash in his
offshore accounts. Behind the scenes he is selling off all of
Ukraine to BlackRock. False flag after false flag against his own
people –all to incite war. Given US Long Range missiles, he will
certainly use them against Russia in a Hail Marry attempt for US
entry into this war and the beginning of WWIII. We are so very
close.

He is a trapped rat on a sinking ship. All his pilfered cash is just
waiting for him in offshore accounts and yet he fears he will
never get to spend it. His only safe exit is total world war with

https://www.thesun.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/CM-GRAPHIC-COMP-NUKE-v2-1.jpg
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Russia. If Russia survives, Zelinsky DIES.

Very soon Ukraine will fall, and Zelinsky will flee the country.
Ukrainians will wake up from the aftermath of this war. The fog
will clear. The Zelinsky’s war crimes will be exposed. They will
look at their obliterated country and all their dead relatives and
want revenge on Zelinsky. There will be no safe place on this
earth for this little rat to hide.

It is astounding to think that this little cock sucking weasel
could be the catalyst for WWIII: 

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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79. Ukraine Tiger says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:47 pm GMT • 1.3 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
“The most direct would be the launching of a hypersonic missile,
strictly kinetic and non-nuclear tipped, precisely aimed at a
certain privately held bank in City of London, the world capital of
capital (ism) and general monetary affairs as well as insurance,
maritime matters, metals and mining and media control
mechanisms centering on MI6 controlled BBC and of the
Reuters information clearing house.”

I have been dreaming of this for years.

• Agree: Arthur MacBride
ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 
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80. Arthur MacBride says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:56 pm GMT • 1.1 hours ago • 200 Words   ↑
Vlodymyr “White Powder” Zelensky, maybe thought upgrading
from t-shirt to collar certain to impress … hmm …

Anyway, western military aid looks largely a fail, perhaps
HIMARS somewhat effective but Leo’s and Bradleys especially a
fiasco.

 No air power ..Pointless slaughter… Moloch …

RF is just beginning to equip forces with several new systems.
 Here’s one, 2S41 Drok for example, from tg —

××××
 Rostec has handed over the first batch of new self-propelled

Drok mortars to the troops.

The 2S41 Drok complex is based on the Typhoon armoured
vehicle. The weapon is designed to suppress manpower and
light armoured vehicles, to blind observation posts, illuminate the
territory and create smoke screens.

The gun is mounted in an armoured turret. The vehicle is
equipped with mechanised guidance drives and a modern fire
control system.

One of the main advantages of the Drok is its high rate of fire:
more than 10 rounds per minute, while the ammunition can hold
more than 40 mines.

The complex allows firing without leaving the cabin. It takes less
than a minute to switch from the hiking position to the combat
position. All this helps to quickly evade enemy fire and increases
crew protection.

××××

https://www.unz.com/comments/all/?commenterfilter=Arthur+MacBride
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Watch Video At: https://youtu.be/QG-TSCzgeDk

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter 

81. Rich says:
July 18, 2023 at 5:58 pm GMT • 1.1 hours ago • 100 Words   ↑
@Radicalcenter
Until Constantinople is free, no Muslim anywhere on Earth
should complain about Israel occupying former Islamic territory.

When Europeans came to the US and Canada they were vast
wildernesses with about 1 million mostly stone-age tribes
scattered across the continent. Eastern Rome (Byzantium) was
probably the most advanced nation in the world at the time.
Pack up your scimitars and go home.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
82. John Q Duped says:

@Wokechoke
I have to agree, it always happens this way.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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83. Rich says:
@Radicalcenter
But don’t they smell really bad?

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
84. turtle says:

@zenmaster
https://www.corvus-rising.net/blog/posts/deviated-prevert/

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 

 
85. skrik says:

July 18, 2023 at 6:28 pm GMT • 35 minutes ago • 100 Words   ↑
@nokangaroos
A bit surprising perhaps, but I get *nothing* from your post.

Zusa, Zuk & Z-D, along with other hangers-on like the rest of the
5-eyes, have apparently decided to attack China, Iran & Russia,
ostensibly as we conclude, to rip them off and grab their
resources etc..

Purely criminal; mass-murder to steal.

Q: What sort of ‘morality’ does Zusa, Zuk & Z-D display?

A: Zero; morality, intelligence & humanity as well. You too. Kindly
F-off.

ReplyAgree/Disagree/Etc. This Commenter This Thread Hide
Thread 
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